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Our goal is to help you make 
your work more efficient. 

Axial 
piston 
units

External
gear 
units

Radial
piston 
motors

Mobile 
controls

Gears
Mobile 
service

Mobile
electronics

With our competent service. We cover the following product sectors:
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As a result, you cannot only
rely on a product portfolio
unrivalled in the market, but
also on unrivalled advice and
a comprehensive service that

leaves nothing to be desired.
From consulting to training.
From selection of the 
product to commissioning.
From optimization of the

quality to documentation.
And the best part, is that you
can rely on comprehensive
and competent service for all
six product sectors. In this

way, the synergistic potential
of our diversified company is
ideally placed at your disposal.

And the following services:

Commissioning
• Prototypes
• Optimization of drive 

systems
• Measurement
• Troubleshooting

Acceptance procedures
• Approval for series 

production

Systems review

Consulting
• Installation
• Hydraulic connections
• Product selection
• Instructing your personnel
• Stocking of spare parts

Genuine spare parts
• Guaranteed quality
• Preassembled modules 

and kits
• Sophisticated logistics
• Day-in-next-day-out 

shipment
• Supply of spare parts 

even when the series has
been discontinued

Repairs
based on original 
specifications

Remanufacturing
for series-units with 
• Rebuilt in accordance with

current manufacturing
procedures and tooling

• Same warranty as for new
parts

Technical field service
• On-site solutions to problems

Modernization/modification
Manufacturer’s experience
and know-how

Training
at our facilities or at 
customer location
• Basic know-how
• Function
• Troubleshooting

Documentation
using modern IT systems

Quality systems
• Quality of the series
• Continual quality 

improvement
• Quality reporting system

The Mobile Hydraulics Service is your competent partner for everything concerning drive and control systems. We are at your
service throughout the world, at 85 locations in which we serve all product sectors in the technological field of mobile hydraulics.
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Extra service: 
commissioning and acceptance procedures

Units set on our test benches
are commissioned and
checked on the premises by
experienced specialists using
state-of-the-art measuring
instruments and equipment,
and the settings are then opti-

mized in accordance with the
operating conditions.
All the settings of our pro-
ducts and other major 
components of the hydraulic
system are documented in 
a detailed record.

The cost-efficiency and
availability of your machines
and plant are to a large 
extent achieved and ensured
in this way.

Commissioning
• Prototypes
• Optimization of

drive systems
• Measurement
• Troubleshooting

Acceptance procedures
• Approval for series 

production

Whatever you need – be it final acceptance of new projects, commissioning of established 
plant types or special measurements and their analysis on your machine or plant – our customer
service staff will support you in every respect.
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Competence on site: 
systems review and consulting

Your staff will receive compe-
tent on-the-job instruction on
operation of your machines.
You can be sure of having
trained personnel who can 

truly make use of the machi-
ne’s full capabilities and can
also remedy minor problems
directly.

Systems review

Consulting
• Installation
• Hydraulic connections
• Product selection
• Instructing your personnel
• Stocking of spare parts

Our experienced and highly qualified service team will advise you on any issues that may
arise and help you to locate the problem. In addition, we will also provide assistance and
recommendations for optimum installation and, the right hydraulic connections.
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The original: 
genuine spare parts from Rexroth

All components are carefully
matched down to the very
last detail, using materials
developed on the basis of our
experience over many decades.
Generic parts always pose a
potential danger to your ma-
chine. It is worth using only
genuine parts in order to 
ensure maximum availability 

and optimum performance
for your machine.
Ultramodern warehouses
with preassembled modules
and spare parts kits, as well
as a sophisticated logistics
system ensure that your order
is handled without wasting
time. Only one day after we
receive your order, you can 

install the genuine spare parts
in your machine (day-in-next-
day-out spare parts service).
Genuine spare parts remain
available even after series
production has been discon-
tinued. That is your guarantee
for maximum technical safety
and for the cost-efficiency 
of your machines and plant.

Genuine spare parts
• On-line
• Guaranteed quality
• Preassembled modules 

and kits
• Sophisticated logistics
• Day-in-next-day-out 

shipment
• Supply of spare parts even

when the series has been
discontinued

Only genuine parts meeting the quality and manufacturing standards of our new products are
used as spare parts and subjected to constant quality inspections.



Less downtime: 
repair and remanufacturing
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The damage that has occurred
is localized, documented and
professionally repaired.
The findings obtained in this
context are forwarded directly
to the project and engineering
departments, where they are
incorporated into modifica-
tions of the product.
Genuine spare parts are used
exclusively for our repair work
and every single repaired part
subsequently reflects the very
latest engineering standards.

With our know-how as ma-
nufacturer and incorporating
the original test data, we 
ensure that your pumps,
motors, control systems, gear
mechanisms and accessory
parts are repaired and over-
hauled correctly.
Products which have been
repaired in our customer
service repair shops subse-
quently undergo the standard
production testing – to the
same performance criteria.

In this way, we ensure that
these parts have the same
characteristics as new pro-
ducts and therefore, are 
returned to you with the same
warranty as new products.
Repairs can also be under-
taken on your premises. This
ensures rapid troubleshoot-
ing, repair or replacement of
defective parts and recom-
missioning of your machine.

Repairs
based on original data

Remanufacturing/
general overhaul
for series units with 
• Rebuilt in accordance with

current manufacturing
procedures and tooling

• Same warranty as for new
parts

You can always rely on the speed and quality of our repair service, as proved by our certification
to DIN ISO 9001, QS 9000 and VDA 6.1.
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Ready for the future: 
modernization and modification

Take advantage of the manu-
facturer’s experience and
know-how for such projects.
That way, you can be sure of
always being up-to-date.

Our engineers will develop
retooling measures together
with you and prepare efficient
possible solutions for your
specific requirements. Here
too, our service – everything

from a single source – mini-
mizes the organizational 
effort required on your part
and ensures rapid, direct 
implementation.

Modernization/modification
Manufacturer’s experience
and know-how

Your machines may have to be modernized or modified due to new statutory regulations and
ecological standards or because of a new product that you wish to launch onto the market or
because of an expansion in capacity.
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Technically up-to-date: 
training and documentation

We organize seminars, cour-
ses and conferences in many
different countries. Our 
instructive teaching and quali-
fication systems assist you
with the basic and advanced
training of your personnel.
And we also supply a large
variety of teaching materials
for training your customers’
personnel.

In addition to brochures and
catalogues, our CD-ROMs
and Internet site provide ex-
tensive support for planning,
engineering design, costing,
ordering and documentation.

Training 
on our premises and on site
• Basic know-how
• Function
• Troubleshooting

Documentation
using modern IT systems

Quality systems
• Quality of the series
• Continual quality 

improvement
• Quality reporting system

Our customers can draw on documentation and information materials that are continuously
updated, be it in hardcopy form or on electronic media. In addition to product and application
brochures, these materials also include repair manuals, spare parts lists and operating manuals.
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We are near at hand – 
wherever you may be.

As a result, you and your cus-
tomers will effectively find
highly qualified partners for
mobile service in every 
single part of the world.

Grass-roots presence
• Production facilities in all

economic areas
• Services provided by Bosch

Rexroth in 86 countries
• Bosch Rexroth owned,

highly qualified service
centers

Internet address
www.boschrexroth.com/brm

The Bosch Rexroth sales network spans 86 countries. Our global presence is additionally ensured
by 45 Bosch Rexroth sales and service bases in 36 countries, as well as by 85 production locations.
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Service partners in the regional companies

Service partners in the plants (product sectors)

Country Fax Contact E-mail

Argentina + 54 (11) 47560140 Ernesto Brokhoff ebrokoff@mannesmannsaic.com.ar
Australia + 61 (2) 98318188 Warren Roots warren.roots@rexroth.com.au
Belgium + 32 (2) 5830734 Chris de Flam chris.de.vlam@rexroth.be
Brazil + 55 (11) 4414 5694 Ezio Arantes ezio.arantes@boschrexroth.com.br
Bulgaria + 359 (2) 9526121 Jerzy Jaworski jerzy.jaworski@boschrexroth.pl
Canada + 1 (905) 735-5664 Louis Vally louis.vally@basic.ca
China + 852 27426057 Paul Li paul.li@boschrexroth.com.hk
Denmark + 45 (36) 349475 Ingolf Jönsson IJ@BoschRexroth.dk
Great Britain + 44 (1480) 473273 RG. Brown info@boschrexroth.co.uk
Finland + 358 (9) 84911200 Ari Sipola ari.sipola@boschrexroth.fi
France + 33 478785277 Frederic Giraud frederic.giraud@mannesmann-rexroth.fr
Netherlands + 31 (411) 677814 Mark Peeters mark.peeters@boschrexroth.nl
India + 91 (79) 5895812 D.B. Borkar borkar.db@boschrexroth.co.in
Indonesia + 62 (21) 7891170 Rudy Karimun Rudi@rexroth.co.id
Italy + 39 (02) 92365513 Constantino Capello constantino.capello@boschrexroth.it
Japan + 81 (298) 348150 K. Nagai k.nagai@ucd.co.jp
Korea + 92 (51) 2600779 H. Schricker gschricker@rexrothkorea.co.kr
Malaysia + 60 (3) 7344864 Siew. Mr. rexroth1@tm.net.my
Mexico + 52 (5) 7545073 Hektor Lara aschuetz@rexroth-mexiko.com
New Zealand + 64 (9) 2746477 Warren Roots warren.roots@rexroth.com.au
Norway + 47 (64) 869531 P. I. Söfteland per.ivar.softeland@boschrexroth.no
Austria + 43 (7221) 605-20 Dieter Eremia dieter.eremia@rexroth.at
Poland + 48 (22) 7588735 J. Jaworski jerzy.jaworski@boschrexroth.pl
Russia + 7 (095) 2320836 A. Zypljonkow andrej.zypljonkow@boschrexroth.ru
Sweden + 46 (8) 997515 Joachim Stein joachim.stein@boschrexroth.se
Switzerland + 41 (55) 4646222 Ruedi Heuberger ruedi.heuberger@boschrexroth.ch
Singapore + 65 2650813 Terence S.H. Teo terence.teo@boschrexroth.com.sg
South Africa +27 11 979 4630 Willem Gijzelaar info@hyhold.co.za
Taiwan + 886 (2) 22685388 A-Bing Bai amin.chen@boschrexroth.com.tw
Czech Republic + 420 (5) 58126112 M. Mlynek martin.mlynek@boschrexroth.cz
Turkey + 90 (212) 5993407 Coker Burak burak@rexroth.com.tr
Hungary + 36 (1) 38319980 F. Kovacs service@boschrexroth.hu
USA + 1 (864) 9635452 Mike Scott mike.scott@boschrexroth-us.com
Venezuela + 58 (212) 2393330 A. Masoliver Alexandre.masoliver@boschrexroth.com.ve

Country Location Contact E-mail

Product sector: Mobile Service – Management
Germany Elchingen Günter Feil Guenter.feil@bru-hyd.com
Germany Elchingen Harald Vogt Harald.vogt@bru-hyd.com
Product sector: Axial piston machines
Germany Elchingen Georg Mayer Georg.Mayer@bru-hyd.com
Germany Horb Gerald Handke Gerald.Handke@bru-hyd.com
USA Fountain Inn Mike Scott Mike.Scott@boschrexroth-us.com
Japan Tsuchiura Kiyohide Nagai k.nagai@ucd.co.jp
Product sector: Gear technology
Germany Witten Michael Blüggel michael.blueggel@lus.de
USA Lake Zurich Mike Scott Mike.Scott@boschrexroth-us.com
China (PRC) Beijing Mo Zoung rexrfive@netchina.com.cn
Product sector: Mobile Controls and External gear pumps
Germany Lohr Peter Weidner* peter.weidner@rexroth.de
Germany Schwieberdingen Jürgen Glauning juergen.glauning@de.bosch.com
USA Wooster Mike Scott Mike.Scott@boschrexroth-us.com
Japan Nagoya Kiyohide Nagai k.nagai@ucd.co.jp
France Venissieux Dieudonne Jop jop@mannesmann-rexroth.de
Product sector: Radial piston motors
Scotland Glenrothes, UK John Harris John.Harris@rexroth.co.uk

*Excluding external gear pumps
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